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The ASPRS seminar addressed drone
mapping fundamentals including
LiDAR sensors and georeferencing.
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of UAS LiDAR Mapping
ASPRS Hosts Educational Mapping & Georeferencing Workshop. by Vicki Speed

W

hen it comes to unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS) for mapping and specifically to the power and potential
of LiDAR sensors, there’s a lot of enthusiasm…but
limited education.
It’s one reason ASPRS sponsored the Unmanned
Airborne LiDAR for Precision Mapping workshop
led by distinguished Mohamed Mostafa, chair of the
ASPRS Precision Mapping by UAS Committee and
director of the Microdrones mdSolutions Team.
Mostafa explained, “It’s important to ASPRS that
we educate newcomers—from drone pilots to geospatial students—to the UAV space, particularly
those who may not have survey backgrounds. By
sharing knowledge about GNSS, photogrammetry,
LiDAR, inertial navigation and geodesy, we can help
them ask the right questions, invest in the most appropriate tools and derive the best results.”
Held after the ILMF/ASPRS Annual Conference
in Denver, Colorado, in February, the workshop provided a comprehensive overview of mapping concepts, tools, techniques and applications.
For many of the 30+ attendees, it was an eyeopening experience and set the stage for greater
interest and adoption.
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AIR-TO-GROUND BASICS
The development and production of survey and engineering quality maps is not an easy conversation
in today’s high-tech world.
That’s one reason Mostafa provided a comprehensive look at the key fundamentals necessary to
deliver a final mapping product (e.g., DEM, DTM,
TIN). He outlined current tools and techniques
(e.g., airborne photogrammetry, satellite imagery
and airborne LiDAR) to gather the data and process accurate results and further delved into the
key georeferencing methods with an introduction
to GNSS basics (e.g., radio frequencies, ranging
concepts, positioning modes, error sources).
Because the accuracy of the data is directly related
to the positional accuracy of the drone as well as the
LiDAR sensor, he went on to describe the value of an
inertial measurement unit (IMU) as well as a GNSSaided inertial navigation system (INS) to deliver
GNSS-aided inertial navigation solutions—which
packaged as a whole delivers one positional correction to the entire dataset during post-processing.
He also outlined today’s readily available reference stations, earth observation networks, online
positioning user services (OPUS), Canadian Spatial
Photo courtesy of Microdrones.

Surveyors and UAS-based data gathering experts
are likely familiar with methods such as precise
point positioning (PPP) and broadcast PPP-derived
corrections such as Trimble RTX, as well as realtime kinematic (RTK), post-processed kinematic
capabilities (PPK) and direct georeferencing (DG).
He pointed out that, while popular, RTK and PPK
have inherent problems that reduce their accuracy,
productivity and efficiency. One of the major factors
for the reduced accuracy of RTK and PPK is the calculation of orientation angles of any sensor.
Surprising to many at the workshop, Mostafa
emphasized, “RTK was not recommended in
drones for mapping.”
“Map accuracy is fundamental to the quality of the
map product,” he said. “The RTK approach sacrifices
accuracy and quality for speed. Further, why do you
need real-time data when you’re going to spend time
post-processing the data to develop the map?”
“This was a surprise,” said Aaron Handl, survey
project manager with Harris Kocher Smith who attended the workshop, “because RTK is commonly

referred to as the Cadillac approach throughout the
UAS mapping industry.”
Handl, who has more than 15 years of experience
in land surveying and is one of the company’s two
licensed UAS pilots, said the workshop “completely
flip-flopped” everything he thought he knew about
UAS-based LiDAR missions and positioning. “I
had somewhat of a photogrammetry mindset going into the workshop from the UAS experience
I’ve acquired over the past 12 months all of which
revolved around photogrammetry. Dr. Mostafa explained that relative position of the vehicle could
be more accurately calculated by relying on the
measurements from the UAS’s IMU coupled with
GNSS rather than relying on RTK-GPS.”
Mostafa also discussed the value of PPK and DG
as alternatives. One disadvantage of PPK is that it
requires a base station. However, in many cases, a
public network such as CORS may be dense enough
to serve the project’s purposes.
DG, on the other hand, measures the orientation
angles of any imaging sensor with high accuracy
and high frequency at 200Hz or more (200 times
per second) and surpasses the accuracy of traditional methods such as traditional aerial triangulation
(AT), RTK and PPK. By measuring the true 3-D coordinates and orientation angles of any sensor (with
the use of a GNSS receiver and an IMU), DG allows
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Reference System (CSRS)—all of which set the
table for a discussion about data gathering techniques common to UAS-based photogrammetry
and LiDAR missions.

advantages
GNSS Only

Inertial Only

Advantages

Limitations

Advantages

Limitations

• H
 igh accuracy
position & velocity
• Moderate accuracy
orientation using
multiple antennas

• L
 ow bandwidth
• Satellite shading
(dropouts)
• Slow ambiguity
resolution

• Full 6 DOF solution
• High dynamic accuracy
with broad bandwidth
• Self-contained (no
dropouts)

• S
 olution errors
diverge slowly
with time

GNSS-Aided INS
Advantages

Limitations

• A
 ll inertial and GPS
advantages
• In-motion alignment

• N
 o significant
limitations

Source: Dr. Mohamed Mostafa, Chair of the ASPRS Precision Mapping by UAS Committee
and Director of Microdrones mdSolutions Team
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efficiency

RTK or PPK
AT
PPK
DG

Photogrammertry or LiDAR?

Advantages

Limitations

• 1/2 Exterior
Orientation
• Homogeneous Block
Adjustment
• No GCP (Q/C)
• Approximate Camera
Model Only

• Full Block Only
• H
 igh Sidelap (80%) =
more flying
• H
 igh Density Point
Matching = Slow
Processing

DG
Ortho Maps

Corridor Mapping

Planimetric

Mining

Agriculture

Construction

for direct map production. It needs no ground control points except for quality control.
DG is a cost-effective enabling technology for
LiDAR, search and rescue and Multibeam Sonar,
making it ideal for emergency situations such as oil
spills, disaster relief/response and similar applications that require comprehensive map data very
quickly and accurately.
“With DG, survey and mapping teams can collect
images and post-process in a fraction of the time
compared to AT and the data gathering effort will
require fewer people and less equipment. Most important, you’ll deliver the best possible accuracy on
projects where human safety and your reputation is
on the line,” Mostafa said.
The most common applications of LiDAR in today’ market are corridor mapping such as roads,
railways, pipelines, waterway landscapes and electrical transmission lines (about 65 percent). Other
applications include mining, coastal mapping and
avalanche prediction, as well as rapid response such
as natural disasters, oil spills or well leaks. Less
common applications include forestry, hydrology
and geology.

RE-ALIGNED FOR ACCURACY
Mostafa closed out the discussion with a comparison of photogrammetry and LiDAR, as well as his
recommended best practices for planning, execution and post-processing missions.
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Advantages

Limitations

•
•
•
•

• None

 ull Exterior Orientation
F
Homogeneous Block Adjustment
No GCP (Q/C)
Low Sidelap (40%) = Less Flying,
Fewer Photos
• Single-Strip
• Single-Model
• Low Density Point Matching = Fast

Why use direct Georeferencing?
Enabling Technology for:
• LiDAR
• SAR
• No GCP (Q/C)
• Multibeam Sonar
Optional but Excellent for:
• Cameras (Corridor Mapping and Corner Cases)
Cost Effective:
• Minimize the Use of GCPs (QA/QC only)
• Easier AT
Fast (Emergency Situations):
• Oil Spills, Leaks of Wells, Forest Fires, Earthquakes

Here are a few points to keep in mind:
Mission Prep/Base Stations:
• No less than 4 hours of observation if goal is
centimeter accuracy
• Minimize baseline separation to <20 km
• Keep away from trees and buildings to minimize reflections causing multipth problems
Mission Execution
• Continuously monitor the inertial sensor for
navigation changes
• Regularly check data recording device to make
sure data is logged as expected
Source: Dr. Mohamed Mostafa, Chair of the ASPRS Precision Mapping by
UAS Committee and Director of Microdrones mdSolutions Team

GNSS-Inertial Direct Georeferencing for UAVs

© 2018, Trimble Inc. All rights reserved..
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Type/Size of Project

tailed questions about software
capabilities.”
Criterion
Photogrammertry LiDAR
Robert Chrismon, director of UAS
When to Acquire Data
Day Time
Any Time
services for Spatial Data Consultants,
How to Acquire Data
From Images
Direct
Inc. in High Point, North Carolina,
said the workshop gave him conInterpretation (Semantic) Easier
More Complicated
fidence he was headed in the right
Vertical Accuracy
Lower
Higher
direction. Chrismon has been land
Horizontal Accuracy
Higher
Lower
surveying for 22 years and spent the
last four years static terrestrial laser
Integration?
scanning. He’s recently been tasked
Post Mission QC
with investigating and piloting UAS-based photo• Once drone lands, check logged data for gaps,
grammetry sensors to deliver survey grade maps.
inertial sensor errors, and that raw GPS obserWhen asked about the workshop value, Chrismon
vations are as expected
said, “This workshop confirmed my belief that makMostafa warned, “The industry is seeing a lot
ing the change from static terrestrial to unmanned
of advancements. The potential in hardware for
mobile is the right approach for our company—and
UAVs is high, but the software is still lagging.
provided (we know) the best practices and key quesLook beyond the f lashy hardware and ask detions to ask to move forward successfully.” 

Applanix Direct Georeferencing Solutions provide everything you
need to turn your UAV into a professional mapping solution using an
imaging sensor such as a camera, LiDAR, or hyperspectral scanner.
►

Achieve cm accuracy without GCPs

►

Fly larger areas per mission

►

Automatically merge imagery with LiDAR data

info.applanix.com/dgforuav
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